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EMPLOYMENT 
2021-2024: Post-doctoral researcher, Spatial Economics Department, VU Amsterdam, the 
Netherlands 

EDUCATION 
2016-2021: Ph.D. candidate, Erasmus School of Economics, Erasmus University of Rotterdam, 
the Netherlands 

2015-2016: Master of Research, Economics, University of Essex, the United Kingdom 

2004-2008: Bachelor of Engineering, Material Forming and Control Engineering, Wuhan 
University of Technology, China 

RESEARCH TOPICS 
Behavioural economics, applied economics, time preference, multiple-objective decision 
making, experimental economics 

RESEARCH 
[Publications] 

• Intertemporal Correlation Aversion – A Model-free Measurement 
(with Kirsten Rohde)  

(Forthcoming in Management Science) 
Decisions with risky consequences at multiple points in time are driven not only by risk 
attitudes and time preferences, but also by attitudes towards intertemporal correlation, i.e. 
correlation between outcomes at different points in time. This paper proposes a model-free 
method to measure degrees of intertemporal correlation aversion. We disentangle attitudes 
towards positive and negative intertemporal correlation, which can differ in case of deviations 
from an expected utility framework. In our experiment, subjects on average were positive as 
well as negative correlation-averse in the sense that they disliked positive correlation and liked 
negative correlation. Degrees of correlation aversion were unaffected by timing of resolution of 
uncertainty. We also compared two framings: one that encourages subjects to ignore 
intertemporal correlations, and another one that encourages them not to ignore these 
correlations. These framings had no impact on degrees of correlation aversion. At the individual 
level, we found heterogeneity in attitudes towards intertemporal correlation with the majority 
being intertemporal correlation averse or seeking, but a substantial fraction of subjects being 
insensitive to such correlations. Moreover, for a majority of subjects, positive and negative 
correlation aversion did not go hand-in hand, which implies a violation of expected 
intertemporal utility.  



• Managing "Last Moment Behavior": Non-Binding Target Dates to Reduce 
the Spikes in Task Completion at Deadlines 
(with Kirsten Rohde, Bram van Dijk, Thomas Dirkmaat, Evelien van de Veer) 

(Forthcoming in Journal of Public Economics) 
Procrastination behaviour has been extensively studied as an individual problem. However, the 
effect of such behaviour on the receiving end is rarely discussed. Many large governmental 
programs - such as census, tax returns, grant application, subsidy application – have to deal 
with large volumes of submissions that take place right before the deadline. The last-moment 
submitting behaviour can substantially challenge the handling system in terms of quality of 
service and maximum capacity. To study how to alleviate last-moment overload, we conducted 
two waves of field experiments in a national census that includes submissions from all farming 
enterprises in the Netherlands. Using randomized-controlled trials, we compared four types of 
zero-stake incentives: 1) raising awareness with a peak-day calendar, 2) adding a short list of 
information to help prepare for submission, 3) providing a soft incentive of “early submission, 
early evaluating”, 4) setting an earlier non-binding target date for submission. Our results show 
that setting an earlier target date is a robust and effective method of nudging towards earlier 
submission, hence could reduce the overload of the peak submission period. This result 
suggests that anchoring a date, even when it does not have the power of a deadline, could still 
effectively influence procrastination. 

[Working Papers] 
• Exponential Growth Bias and Knowledge-Intention Gap: Numeracy and 

Affect during the COVID-19 Pandemic  
(Reject & Resubmit to Journal of Behavioural and Experimental Economics) 
This paper investigates the impact of numeracy interventions to pandemic preventative 
behaviour, with a focus on reducing the exponential growth bias (EGB; i.e., underestimation of 
exponential growth). In a pre-registered online experiment, I test the impacts of numeracy 
interventions aiming to reduce EGB. Apart from eliciting cognitive changes and behaviour 
intentions during the experiment, I also measure people’s self-reported real-life behaviour one 
week after. As expected, the numeracy intervention led to cognitive improvements. 
Paradoxically, the treatments did not improve behaviour - neither intended nor actual. This 
study shows that the gap between knowledge and behaviour, in the context of COVID-19 
pandemic, con- sists of two components: knowledge-intention gap and intention-behaviour gap. 
It is important to be aware that “cognitively” communicating public risks, e.g. by providing 
statistical information, is not enough to nudge behavioural improvement regarding COVID-19. 
Information about the infection risk will be more effective if provided in ways that arouse 
relevant emotions - a well-known finding from other domains such as donations for identifiable 
victims.  

• Battles of Absences: Do Monetary Penalties Discourage Absenteeism 
Behaviour? 
(with Elisabetta Leni)  

We study the impact of monetary penalties on term-time school absences. In 2013, the 
Department of Education of England introduced a stringent policy to discourage pupils’ term- 



time absenteeism. Under the new education policy, local authorities are encouraged to issue 
fines to parents whose children have taken unauthorised holiday absences. Since the 
introduction of the regulation, the number of penalties issued per year has increased by more 
than six-fold to the point that in 2018-2019 local councils collected more than five million GBP 
from fines. However, reliable evidence concerning the efficacy of the policy is still lacking. Our 
identification strategy exploits the highly heterogeneous application of the penalty policy across 
Local Authorities. Using school-level data on absences released by the Department of Education, 
we run a diff-in- diff model combined with a coarsened exact matching procedure. Our results 
show that (1) the implementation of the stringent penalty policy has led to weak decrease in 
holiday absences overall, with increases in authorised holiday absences and decreases in 
unauthorised holiday absences simultaneously; (2) similar trend is also found in overall 
absence rate; (3) the disadvantaged socio- economic groups are more affected by the penalty; 
(4) the marginal effect of the penalty policy declines two years after the reform despite the fast-
growing number of the penalties issued in later years.  

[Works in Progress] 

• The Pandemic’s Impact on Mobility and Social Inequalities in the 
Netherlands 

(with Erik Verhoef and Jasper Knockaert) 

The COVID-19 pandemic lockdown measures posed a significant shock to mobility behaviour 
and transportation system. In this study, we investigate the heterogeneity of the pandemic 
impact on mobility by a range of socio-demographic groups, divided by gender, age, income, 
education, ethnicity, urban, social participation, and household types. Our data is a large-scale 
population representative cross-section travel diary dataset in the Netherlands (N=63,262 in 
2020; N=53,058 in 2019), where trips of individuals are reported with detailed information on 
time, location, mode, transfer and travelling purpose, along with a rich set of individual and 
household characteristics. 
We use regression discontinuity design and event study design to identify the causal effects of 
the lockdown measures and the subsequent relaxation measures. Furthermore, we investigate 
potential habit formation or structural changes in travelling patterns during the relaxed period 
in 2020. By exploring behaviour changes such as staying at home, travel distance, travel time, 
travel speed and departure time dispersion, we find that people shift mobility behaviour in 
responses to the tightening and the relaxation of the lockdown measures. Moreover, the degrees 
of behavioural changes differ among demographic groups. 

• Travel Time Uncertainty and Ambiguity Attitudes 
(with Kexin Geng and Erik Verhoef) 

• Driving Sustainable Behavioural Change: Mechanisms of Structural 
Reduction of Car Usage and Impacts of Incentive Schemes 

(with Stefanie Peer) 

• Intrahousehold Power Dynamics, Gendered Norms, and Commute Choice 



(with Jos van Ommeren) 
 

• Agreeing to Peace? – Public Attitudes toward Reconciliation, 
Dichotomous Thinking, and Group Dynamics 

(with Adriana Rudling) 

• Gender Differences in Power Positions and Sentiments in Collaboration 
Negotiations 

(with Plato Leung) 

 
CONFERENCE 

• Foundation for Utility and Rationality (FUR) 2022, University of Ghent 
• International Transportation Economics Association (ITEA) 2022, National School of 

Civil Aviation (Toulouse) 
• JHU-LSE Online Conference: Behavioral Economics Experiments & Insights on Covid-

19, 2021 
• The Economic Science Association (ESA) Global Online Around-the-clock Meetings 

2020 
• Subjective Probability, Utility, and Decision Making (SPUDM) 2019, University of 

Amsterdam 
• Maastricht Behavioral and Experimental Economics Symposium (M-BEES) 2019, 

Maastricht University 
• Foundation for Utility and Rationality (FUR) 2018, University of York 
• Subjective Probability, Utility, and Decision Making (SPUDM) 2017, the Israel Institute 

of Technology 
• Foundation for Utility and Risk (FUR) 2016, University of Warwick 

TEACHING 
• 2021 Sep/Oct - 2022 Sep/Oct: Tutorials for Quantitative Research Methods I (bachelor 

level) 
• 2017 Mar/Apr – 2020 March/April: Tutorials for Introduction to Behavioural 

Economics (bachelor level) 
• 2017/18 – 2020/21: Master thesis supervision (4-5 students per year) 
• 2019/20 – 2020/21: Bachelor thesis supervision (2-4 students per year) 

SOFTWARE SKILLS 
STATA, LaTeX, Office 

LANGUAGE SKILLS 
English: proficient 
Chinese: native 
Dutch: basic to intermediate level 
Spanish: basic to intermediate level 



 
ACHIEVEMENTS AND PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 
ACADEMIC： 

• Graduation with distinction, Wuhan University of Technology, China, 2008 
• Grant for excellent performance in mathematical modelling team, Wuhan University 

of Technology, China, 2008 
• Meritorious Winner, COMAP's Mathematical Contest in Modelling, the USA, 2008 

 
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE： 
2011-2013: Yi Ge Cun Xiao, China (http://www.one-school.org/) 
• Project Management:  

Designing and executing development projects, for 1) medical care aid, and 2) school 
improvement 

• Investigative Fieldwork 
Conducting household surveys for domestic economic evaluation 
In 10 field trips, over an extensive area of the western region of China, conducting more 
than 300 household interviews in rural villages of Gansu, Ningxia, Shanxi, Sichuan, 
Yunnan, and Guizhou provinces. 
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